
4650EV9@UP2
AUTOMATIC BELT LOOP SETTER

video & more

https://www.vibemac.com/loopsetter-4650ev9up2-vline/


Vi.Be.Mac. has developed its own loopsetter unit keeping always the focus on the 

flexibility, creating a unit able to satisfy many different style requirements. The 

4650EV9@UP2 can work on classic, semi classic, inserted, double loop and can 

perform a fully customizable bartack. In terms of quality, the unit is equipped with 

latest patented technologies for a perfect aligned loop, a V cut of the loop, a long 

last of the cutting system and the maximum comfort for the operator.

4650EV9@UP2
Automatic belt loop setter

quality

fashion styles

fast

Sewing Head: Vi.Be.Mac.

Max Speed: 2800 rpm

Recommended Sewing Speed: 2599 rpm

No. of Stitches: 1 to 999 (programmable)

Needle Gauge: 25 to 80 mm

Loop Width: 8 to 30 mm

Finished Loop: 32 to 85 mm

Sewing Area: 15 x 28 mm

Sewing Machine Motor:

Mitsubishi XCG 554 20Y - 550 W

Control Box: XCG MFY 2005

Operating Air Pressure: 4.5 bar

Power Supply Voltage: 220 V 50/60 Hz

Air Consumption: 6 L/min    

double compensatory presser foot
Extra pressure also on multiple layers of fabric, less flexure, besides a lower 
barycenter

Loop alignment system
To avoid the loop mispositioning on the fabric, especially for the folded tails      
(Q loop / 3D loop); the loops are always perfectly aligned, allowing the operator 
to work fast without the need to center every loop

revolving replacement of devices
Quick revolving type replacement of all devices. 4 preset positions: sewing head, 
loop pulling device, cutting system, loop loader; downtime greatly reduced

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



The accessories described here may not be included in the price of the machine. Please refer to the commercial documents for information on prices and conditions.

FEATURES

 √ Customizable bartack: to satisfy every fashion and style request, and adapting 

the bartack density for every different fabric

 √ Clean and precise cut: new cutting system with single and silent cut, efficient 

running cost saving thanks to the long blade lasting

 √ 7” colored super fast touch screen panel

 √ CPU assures a much better software management, a better seam quality, easier 

adjustments and patterns, more precision, more customizable and more fashion 

options

 √ Updates through USB or internet (remote control)

 √ Preview of new patterns visible on the screen

 √ Auto-diagnostic system to avoid errors

 √ Software available in 8 different languages: Italian, English, Spanish, Portuguese, 

Turkish, Russian, Arabic, Chinese

 √ New design of the stand

 √ Fast adjustment of opening / closing loop guides without use of any tools

fully customizable bartack

sportswear loop
with device included

double loop and classic loop
with optional devices



VI.BE.MAC. S.p.A.

Società  soggetta a direzione e coordinamento di Jack Europe S.à.r.l.

Via Monte Pastello, 7/i - 37057 San Giovanni Lupatoto (VR), Italy

vibemac@vbm-grp.com - sales@vbm-grp.com - customercare@vbm-grp.com

Tel. +39 045 8778151 / 8778152

www.vibemac.com

get in touch

follow our socials
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